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What do we need in a federal certification program?
•	Just as the voting systems need certain “-ilities” the resulting certificates need properties such as:
•	Believability
•	Reliability
•	Integrity
•	Eac leadership has invested quite a bit of thoughtful effort to ensure these are maintained in the program
•	These properties ensure the value of certificates to the elections community at large
•	Manufacturers
•	Jurisdictions
•	Interested Citizens
•	The EAC itself
What do we need in a federal certification program?
•	We need commissioners !
•	That’s a large “we”
•	Allows for updated/improved VVSG publication
•	Allows for Certification and Laboratory Program updates
•	Allows for incorporation of new certification concepts from other federal agencies
•	Recent NIST BIOS protection publication
•	Recent FDA guidelines to manufacturers of home-use medical devices
•	Incentives for Manufacturers who incorporate published requirements above and beyond VVSG
•	Changes would Allow for component level certification of devices (VVSG and P1622 work products compliant?) as well as other improvements such as the raised entry criteria discussed earlier

What about vvsg?
•	We need a new vvsg; VVSG 1.1 is better, time for a re-write
•	Vvsg 2.0 written to better address current technology and future needs; even it needs a significant update
•	Better represents modern software coding constructs (as does VVSG 1.1)
•	Better able to accommodate new technologies in voting systems
•	Needs to be written like standards in more mature standards setting processes, like these manufacturers’ guidelines recently published by the FDA:
Lay users should not be expected to understand how to avoid electrostatic discharge (ESD) or how to take proper ESD precautions. You should consider that the standard ESD test levels are often exceeded in the home environment and home use devices should be designed to reduce this increased risk to an acceptable level.
When designing devices, you should take into account that users may not understand multiple  steps, may receive minimal training or teaching on how to operate these devices, and may not be able to understand multiple warnings and precautions. In addition, users may not understand the need to calibrate, clean, and maintain the device. 
Let’s go forward -- together
•	Do more to marry/align state and federal testing
•	Time/cost/confidence all enhanced
•	Some successes, but an elusive goal for many years
•	Source code review
•	Another reason to update VVSG – get rid of 1970’s coding requirements
•	Balance away from source code review, spend the time doing logic analysis
•	In the absence of the standards board and board of advisers, utilize some informal group meetings at the eac’s offices
•	Let’s continue to move away from the unwarranted paranoia toward the Manufacturers that has kept our input out of standards setting and certification process formation.
•	Instead let’s mirror what has been successful in many other federal agencies and allow participation from ALL stakeholder areas  
Thank you

